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‘MAGWAYU  an iron
‘LAGAKW    berry cakes
T’SABAT’SI  bowl for candlefish oil
XIGWAYU     broom
LIBAYU       deck of cards
XIGWAT’SI   dustpan
K’ADAGWAT’SI envelope
LIP’INUWX    expert card player
YAK’INUWX   expert knitter
KIT’INUWX    fisherman
KIDLAT’SI   fishing boat
T’SAPALAS    food for dipping in oil
YAGAT’SI    knitting basket
YAGAYU      knitting needles
K’ADAKW    letter
K’ADAYU     pen or pencil
YAGAKW     something knitted, such as a sweater
TLAMKA     to be proud, to be a snob
KITLA      to catch fish with a net
T’ SAPA    to dip food in candlefish oil
‘MAKWA    to iron something
YAKA       to knit
‘LAKA     to make berry cakes
LIPA       to play cards
XIKWA      to sweep
K’ATA      to write
TLAMGAT’SI tourist boat, cruise ship, ferry
YAKALAS   wool
‘MAKWALAS wrinkled clothes
K’AT’INUWX  writer